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Abstract – With information stockpiling and imparting
administration in the cloud, client can without much of the
stretch change and offer information as a gathering. To
guarantee imparted information respectability can be
confirmed freely, clients in the gathering need to process
mark all the squares in imparted information are for the most
part marked by distinctive clients because of information
alterations performed by distinctive clients. For security
reasons, once a client is disavowed from the gathering, the
squares which were beforehand marked this renounced client
to download the relating piece of imparted information and
re-sign it and amid client. In this paper we propose a novel
open examining system for the respectability of imparted
information to productive client renouncement as a main
priority. By using the thought of intermediary re-marks we
permit the cloud to re-sign pieces in the interest of existing
client amid client denial, so that current clients don’t have to
download and re-sign squares independent from anyone else.
Moreover, an open verifier is constantly ready to review the
honesty of imparted information without recovering the whole
information from the cloud, regardless of the fact that some
pieces of imparted information has been re-marked by the
cloud. Also, our component has the capacity help cluster
inspecting by confirming various examining undertaking at
the same time. Test results demonstrate that our system can
altogether enhance the proficiency of client renouncement.
Index terms—Public auditing, shared data, user revocation,
cloud computing.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing has been envisioned as the
next-generation information technology (IT) architecture
for enterprises, due to its long list of unprecedented
advantages in the IT history:on-demand self-service,
ubiquitous network access, location independent resource
pooling, rapid resource elasticity, usage based pricing and
transference of risk [1].
To protect the integrity of data in the cloud, a
number of mechanisms [3]-[15] have been proposed. In
these mechanisms, a signature is attached to each block in
data, and the integrity of data relies on the correctness of
all the signatures. One of the most significant and common
features of these mechanisms is to allow a public verifier to
efficiently check data integrity in the cloud without
downloading the entire data, referred to as public auditing
(or denoted as Provable Data Posession[3]). This public
verifier could be a client who would like to utilize cloud
data for particular purposes (e.g., search,computation, data
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mining, etc.) or a third party auditor (TPA) who is able to
provide verification services on data integrity to users.
Most of the previous works [3]-[13] focus on auditing the
integrity of personal data. Different from these works,
several recent works[14],[15] focus on how to preserve
identity privacy from public verifiers when auditing the
integrity of shared data. Unfortunately, none of the above
mechanisms, considers the efficiency of user revocation
when auditing the correctness of shared data in the cloud.
With shared data, once a user modifies a
block, she also needs to compute a new signature for the
modified block. Due to the modifications from different
users, different blocks are signed by different users. For
security reasons, when a user must be revoked from the
group. As a result this revoked user should no longer b able
to access and modify shared data, and the signatures
generated by this revoked user are no longer valid to the
group[16]. Therefore, although the content of shared data is
not changed during user revocation, the blocks, which were
previously signed by an existing user in the group. As a
result, the integrity of the entire data can still be verified
with the public keys of existing users only.
Since shared data is outsourced to the
cloud and users no longer store it on local devices, a
straightforward method to re-compute these signatures
during user revocation (as shown in Fig.1) is to ask an
existing user (i.e.,) Bob), verify the correctness of these
blocks, then re-sign these blocks, and finally upload the
new signatures to the cloud. However, this straightforward
method may cost the existing user a huge amount of
communication and computation resources by downloading
and verifying blocks, and by re-computing and uploading,
signatures, especially when the number of re-signed blocks
is quite large or the membership of the group is frequently
changing. To make this matter even worse, existing users
may access their data sharing services provided by the
cloud with resource limited devices, such as mobile
phones, which further prevents existing users from
maintaining the correctness of shared data efficiently
during user revocation.
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support a large number of users to share data and but also
able to handle multiple auditing tasks simultaneously with
batch auditing. In addition, by taking advantages of Shamir
Secret Sharing[18], we can also extend our mechanism into
the multi-proxy model to minimize the chance of the
misuse on re-signing keys in the cloud and improve the
reliability of the entire mechanism.
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A

Fig.1. Alice and Bob share data in the cloud. When Bob is revoked, Alice
re-signs the blocks that were previously signed by Bob with her private
key.

In Fig.1. Alice and Bob share data in the cloud. When Bob
is revoked, Alice re-signing task for existing users without
asking them to download and re-sign blocks. However,
since the cloud is not in the same trusted domain with each
user in the group, outsourcing every user’s private key to
the cloud would introduce significant security issues.
Another important problem we need to consider is that the
re-computation of any signature during user revocation
should not affect the most attractive property of public
auditing – auditing data integrity publicly without
retrieving the entire data. Therefore, how to efficiently
reduce the significant burden to existing users introduced
by user revocation, and still allow a public verifier to check
the integrity of shared data without downloading the entire
data from the cloud, is a challenging task.
A
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Fig.2. When Bob is revoked, the cloud re-signs the blocks that were
previously signed by Bob with the re-signing key.

In this paper, we propose, a novel open examining system
for the integrity of shared data with efficient user
revocation in the cloud. In our mechanism, by utilizing the
idea of proxy re-signatures [17], once a user in the group is
revoked, the cloud is able to resign the blocks, which were
signed by the revoked user, with a re-signing key (as
presented in Fig.2). As a result, the efficiency of user
revocation can be significantly improved, and computation
and communication resources of existing users can be
easily saved. Meanwhile, the cloud, who is not in the same
trusted domain with each user, is only able to convert a
signature of the revoked user into a signature of an existing
user on the same block, but it cannot sign arbitrary blocks
on behalf of either the revoked user or an existing user. By
designing a new proxy re–signature scheme with nice
properties which traditional proxy re signatures do no have,
our mechanism is always able to check the integrity of
shared data without retrieving the entire data from the
cloud.
Moreover, our proposed mechanism is
scalable, which indicates it is not only able to efficiently
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In this section, We describe the system and
security model, and illustrate the design objectives of our
proposed mechanism.
A. System and Security Model

Public verifier

cloud
users
Fig.3.The system model includes the cloud, the public verifier, and users.

As illustrated in Fig.3, the system model in this
paper includes three entities: the cloud, the public verifier,
and users (who share data as a group). The cloud offers dta
storage and sharing services to the group. The public
verifier, such as a client who would like to utilize cloud
data for particular purposes (e.g., search, computation, data
mining, etc.,) or a third-party auditor (TPA) who can
provide verification services on data integrity of shared
data via a challenge- and – response protocol with the
cloud. In the group, there is one original user creates and
shares data with other users in the group through the cloud.
Both the original user and group users are able to access,
download and modify shared data. Shared data is divided
into a number of blocks. A user in the group can modify a
block in shared data by performing an insert, delete or
update operation on the block.
In this paper, we assume the cloud itself
is semi-trusted, which means it follows protocols and does
not pollute data integrity actively as a malicious adversary,
but it may lie to verifiers about the incorrectness of shared
data in order to save the reputation of its data services and
avoid losing money on its data services. In addition, we
also assume there is no collusion between the cloud and
any user during the design of our mechanism. Generally,
the incorrectness of share data under the above semi trusted
model can be introduced by hardware/software failures or
human errors happened in the cloud. Considering these
factors, users do not fully trust the cloud with the integrity
of shared data.
To protect the integrity of shared data,
each block in shared data is attached with a signature,
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which is computed by one of the users in the group.
Specifically, when shared data is initially crated by the
original user in the cloud, all the signatures on shared data
are computed by the original user. After that, once a user
modifies a block, this user also needs to sign the modified
block with his/her own private key. By sharing data among
a group of users, different blocks may be signed by
different users due to modifications from different users.
When a user in the group leaves or
misbehaves, the group needs to revoke this user. Generally,
as the creator of shared data, the original user acts as the
group manager and is able to revoke users on behalf of the
group. Once a user is revoked, the signatures computed by
this revoked user become invalid to the group, and the
blocks that were previously signed by this revoked user
should be re-signed by an existing user’s private key, so
that the correctness of the entire data can still be verified
with the public keys of existing users only.
2.2. Design objectives
Our proposed mechanism should achieve the
following properties: (1) Correctness: The public verifier is
able to correctly check the integrity of shared data (2)
Efficient and Secure User Revocation: On one hand, once a
user is revoked from the group, the blocks signed by the
revoked user can be efficiently re-signed. On the other
hand, only existing users in the group can generate valid
signatures on shared data, and the revoked user can no
longer complete valid signatures on shared data. (3) Public
Auditing: The public verifier can audit the integrity of
shared data without retrieving the entire data from the
cloud, even if some blocks in shared data have been resigned by the cloud. (4) Scalability: Cloud data can be
efficiently shared among a large number of users, and the
public verifier is a able to handle a large number of
auditing tasks simultaneously and efficiently.

during public auditing. Because the computation of a
signature includes the block identifier, conventional
methods – which use the index of a block as the block
identifier(i.e., block mj is indexed with j) – are not efficient
for supporting dynamic data [8], [14]. Specifically, if a
single block is inserted or deleted, the indices of blocks that
after this modified block are all changed, and the change of
those indices requires the user to re-compute signatures on
those blocks, even though the content of those blocks are
not changed.
by leveraging index hash tables [8],[14], we allow
a user to modify a single block efficiently without changing
block identifiers of other blocks The details of index hash
tables are explained in Appendix A. Besides a block
identifier and a signature, each block is also attached with a
signer identifier to distinguish which key is required during
verification, and the cloud can utilize it to determine which
resigning key is needed during user revocation.
B. Construction

Based on the new proxy re-signature scheme and
its properties in the previous section, we now present
panda a public auditing mechanism for shared data with
efficient user revocation. In our mechanism, the original
user acts as the group manager, who is able to revoke users
from the group when it is necessary. Meanwhile, we allow
the cloud to perform as the semi-trusted proxy and translate
signatures for users in the group with re signing keys. As
emphasized in recent work [23], for security reasons, it is
necessary for the cloud service providers to storage data
and keys separately on different servers inside the cloud in
practice. Therefore, in our mechanism, we assume the
cloud has a server to store shared data, and has another
server to manager resigning keys. To ensure the privacy of
cloud shared data at the same time, additional mechanisms,
such as [24], can be utilized. The details of preserving data
privacy are out of scope of this paper. The main focus of
this paper is to audit the integrity of cloud shared data.

This includes six algorithms: KeyGen,
ReKey, Sign, ReSign, ProofGen, ProofVerify,.
In KeyGen, every user in the group
generates his/her public key and private key. In Rekey, the
cloud computes a re-signing key for each pair of users in
the group. As argued in previous section, we still assume
that private channels exist between each pair of entities
during the generation of re-signing keys and there is no
collusion. When the original user creates shared data in the
cloud, he/she computes a signature on each block as in
Sign. After that, if a user in the group modifies a block in
shared data, the signature on the modified block is also
computed as in Sign. In ReSign, a user is revoked from the
group, and the cloud re-signs the blocks, which were
previously signed by this revoked user, with a resigning
key. The verification on data integrity is performed via a
challenge and response protocol between the cloud and a
public verifier. More specifically, the cloud is able to
generate a proof of possession of shared data in ProofGen
under the challenge of a public verifier. In ProofVerify, a
public verifier is able to check the correctness of a proof
responded by the cloud.
In ReSign, Without loss of generally, we
assume that the cloud always converts signatures of a
revoked user into signatures of the original user. The
reason is that the original user acts as the group manager,
and we assume he/she is secure in our mechanism. Another
way to decide which re-signing key should be used when a
user is revoked from the group, is to ask the original user to
create a priority list (PL). Every existing user’s id is in the
PL and listed in the order of re-signing priority. When the
cloud needs to decide which existing user the signatures
should be converted into, the first user shown in the PL is
selected. To ensure the correctness of the PL, it should be
signed with the private key of the original user(i.e. the
group manager).

A. Support Dynamic Data
To Build the entire mechanism, another
issue we need to consider is how to support dynamic data

C. Efficient and Secure User Revocation.
We argue that our mechanisms is
efficient and secure during user revocation. It is efficient

3. OVERVIEW
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because when a user is revoked from the group, the cloud
can re-sign blocks that were previously signed by the
revoked user with a re-signing key, while an existing user
does not have to download those blocks, re-compute
signatures on those blocks and upload new signatures to the
cloud.
The resigning preformed by the cloud improves
the efficiency of user revocation and saves communication
and computation resources for existing users.
The user revocation is secure because
only existing users are able to sign the blocks in shared
data. As analyzed in Theorem 1, even with a resigning key,
the cloud cannot generate a valid signature for an arbitrary
block on behalf of an existing user. In addition, after being
revoked from the group, a revoked user is no longer in the
user list, and can no longer generate valid signatures on
shared data.
4. CONCLUSIONS
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In this paper, we proposed a new public auditing
mechanism for shared data with efficient user revocation in
the cloud. When a user in the group is revoked, we allow
the semi-trusted cloud to re-sign blocks that were signed by
the revoked user with proxy re-signatures. Experimental
results show that the cloud can improve the efficiency of
user revocation, and existing users in the group can save a
significant amount of emputationand communication
resources during user revocation.
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